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STEEL CATTLE YARDS,POST & RAIL FENCES & 
PROPERTY ENTRY PANELS  

 

Designed & Manufactured exclusively by the team at Bennetts Steel 

CATTLE YARDS 
 

 Adapt - upgrade existing yards or you can 
start from scratch 

 Complete design flexibility without the limi-
tations created with traditional panels 

 We can put in as many rails as you require or 
a   combination of wire & rails for different 
needs 

 Ground not even? No hassles - There is flexi-
bility in the design to allow for this 

 Super easy, time efficient & safe to install 

 Farmer can completely install a full set of 
yards on their own 

 Little or NO welding required the choice is 
yours 

 Stand the posts in place, Slide the rails 
through, Cement the posts, Pop a cap on top 
- It really is that easy 

 Cattle rail has been given the tick of approval 
for the least amount of bruising in beef cattle 

 Clean curved lines allows for easy stock 
movement & reduced bruising 

 Open up opportunities for future use with 
safety & stock handling at the forefront of  
design 

 Eliminate corners 

 No noise Quiet yards 

 Downgrade can be used (for the RHS) 

 Using large cattle rail means less rails are 
needed 

 Less posts are required 

 Rolling cattle rail increases its strength 

 Increase property value 
 

WOW What more could you need? Drop by & have a chat 
to the team at Bennetts Steel about your ideas & needs 

PROPERTY NAMES & DECORATIVE SIGNS 
 

 Like the look of Post & Rail fences? Check out 
our STEEL version 

 Got a Property Name? Why not incorporate 
this into the design of your new entrance 

 The possibilities are endless 

 Names - Pictures - Patterns anything can be 
used to create the design 

 Hot Dipped Gal - Powdercoated - Painted - 
Natural the options for finishes are many & 
varied 

 Tanya loves the challenge of designing &   
cutting something different so talk to her 
about your ideas & together we can create 
something unique & interesting   

“The time saved on instillation of theses yards has been incredible, It was an easy process & most  
importantly they are safe to not only install but also very safe & easy to use”  Mark Phillipson Rollands Plains 

 
“Working with Bennetts Steel to design & manufacture our yards has allowed us to create exactly 
what we had in mind. Its not an off the shelf system which meant things could be adapted to suit our site  
without a problem. We now have a fully functioning set of yards that were incredibly fast to install 
& are designed for easy cow flow & safety for all workers”.    David & Audrey Moxey Rollands Plains 




